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This note discusses a class of foliations and a technique for evaluating the 
generalized Godbillon-Vey invariants on these foliations. The information ob
tained yields information about the cohomology of the Haefliger spaces 
H*(Brr

n, R) and H*(FTr
n, R), r > 2. The class of foliations contains examples 

which have been studied by others as well. In particular, the foliations examined 
in [KT2] and in [Y] are of this type. 

Let Gc be a complex semisimple Lie group. There is a class of subgroups 
of Gc called parabolic subgroups, and the conjugacy classes of these subgroups 
are in 1-1 correspondence with subsets of the Dynkin diagram for 3 e , the Lie 
algebra of Gc (see [S] for a more detailed exposition). If P° is a parabolic sub
group then the Lie algebra P c of P^ can be written in the form Ve ~ Gf{ ® 
Tf ® N°. Here Ĝ  is semisimple and has a Dynkin diagram obtained by remov
ing the subset of vertices mentioned above from the Dynkin diagram for Gc. T? 
is an abelian subalgebra of GC

9G^ ® T*{ contains a Cartan subalgebra of Gc, and 
Wc is a nilpotent subalgebra. In fact, Gc = G? ® T? ® Wc ® W~c where M~c 

is a nilpotent subalgebra isomorphic to Nc, and [G^, T^] = 0 , [G^ ® TÇ, N C ] 
CWC, [G?©Tf ,W- c ] c r c . 

Now let G be a real form of (f such that G = Gt ® Tt ® M ® N~ where 
Gt = Gf n G, etc. Then G has a subalgebra P = Gx ® Tx ® W. If G has Lie 
algebra G, then there is a discrete subgroup, F C G, with T\G a compact mani
fold (see [R]\ and the left translates of P determine a foliation on T\G. This is 
the foliation we study. 

Let Wn = Pn [cx, . . . , cn] ® A*(MX , . •. , un) be the cochain complex with 
deg ct = 2i, deg u( = 2/ - 1, dct = 0, dui = cv Pn [ct, ... , cn] is the polynomial 
algebra in cx, . . . , cn, truncated above deg 2n where n is the codimension of the 
above foliation. There is a map </?: H*(Wn, R) —> H*(F\G, R) giving character
istic classes for the foliation (see [BT] for the construction of y). We analyse 
this map <p. 

First note that, since a left invariant form on G induces a form in 
A*(r\G, R), there is a map a: //*(G, R) - * H*(T\G9 R) where //*(G, R) is the 
cohomology of the Lie algebra G. 
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PROPOSITION (SEE ALSO LEMMA 4.88 [KT1]). There is a commutative 
diagram where the map a is injective. 

H*(G, R) >H*(T\G, R) 

r 
H*(W„, R) 

We analyze the map \p. Let G be a compact form of G. The key observa
tion is that #*(G, C) « H*(G, C). Let Gv Tt be the subgroups of G correspond
ing to Gf, TÇ. We use the results of [BO] to describe #*(G, C) in terms of the 
spectral sequence for the bundle Gx x Tt —• G —*GjGx x 7\. Specifically, let 
X j , . . . , xn G //*(Gj x 7\, C) be the primitive elements transgressing to gx,..., 
£w G H*(BQ XY , C) = & Let p: H*(Bç, C) —• 5 represent the map on char
acteristic classes induced by inclusion Gt x 7\ C G. Let ƒ C 5 be the ideal gen
erated by the image of p. Let A = 5/7 ® /f*(G1 x fi, C) be the complex with 
d(l ® x,) = gt ® 1, d(ft ® 1) = 0. Then #%4, C) « #*(G, C) « #*(G, C). 

There is a homomorphism a: Gt x 7\ —• Gl(«, C) given by the adjoint 
representation of Gx x Tx on the Lie algebra N"~c. a induces a map 
a: #*(2?G1(w c ) , C) —*S. For each Chern class ck we can choose an element %k 

in the acyclic complex S®H*(GX x f j , C), d(g{ ® 1) = 0, d{\ ® x() = ^ ® 1, 
with <% = a(cfe) ® 1. %k determines an element %k in A, Then we have a map 
*: H/w — ,4, Kc*) = (\Fl)*â(c*) ® 1, v(uk) = ( v ^ ï ) ^ * . 

THEOREM. There is a commutative diagram where y is induced by the 
coefficient map RCC, and a is injective 

H*(A, C) = • #*(r\G, C) 

H*{Wn9 R) • H*(T\G, R) 

The power of this theorem stems from the fact that A is a finitely gener
ated complex whose cohomology is an exterior algebra on the primitive elements 
of G. Thus, given a cocycle in A, it is feasible to try to determine the class it 
lies in. 

EXAMPLES. Let G = û(n -I- k, R), k < n or k = n = 1, 

Gj © T! « sl(n, R) © sl(fc, R) © R 
= {lltyll G sl(« + fc, R)|a/; = 0 for i>k,j<k or i < fc, ƒ > k}, 

? = {lk/;|| G sl(tf 4- fc, R)|*ff = 0 for / > k9 ƒ < k}. 

Then in H*(T\Slj(n + K R), R) (and thus in H*(FTr
nk, R)) the classes 

c*lkul • • • ukut • • • ut for all fc < ix < • • • < i^< « are nonzero and linearly 
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independent (this includes the class cn^ux • • • uk). 
These results have been obtained by Kamber and Tondeur for the case when 

k = 1 and can be found in [KT1] and [KT2]. 
It is possible to obtain information about the independence of classes when 

c"* is replaced by another monomial in cx, .. . , cnk by comparing examples for 
different values ofn and fc. For instance, by comparing the example k — 2, n = 
q with the example k = 1, n = 2q one obtains: For q =£ 2, in //'"(FT^, R) the 
set of classes 

{c\quxu2uh • • • uif c2c\q~2uxu2uh • • 1^12 < ij < • • • < /, < q) 

are linearly independent. 
By examining foliations on I\G/K, where K is a compact subgroup of P9 

analogous information for classes in H*(Brr
n, R) is obtained. For example, in 

H*(BYr
2q, R) the set of classes 

{c\quxuh • • • uiv c2c\<*~2uxuh • • • uu\ 

1 < i j < • • • < it < q and the iy are odd} 
are linearly independent. 

For these constructions, other examples, and a more detailed exposition, 
see [B]. 
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